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Welcome to the FAME newsletter
After a well-deserved summer break, enjoy the insights offered by the FAME project

newsletter!

In this issue, you will find the first of a recurrent highlight of each section available in the Knowledge
Base. Get an expert's perspective by reading the latest article of the re-launched CAD VIP Blog article and
don't miss the latest news and upcoming events within the CCAM community. 

 

In the R&I projects section, you will find a non-exhaustive list of close to 400 Research and Innovation
(R&I) projects and demonstration activities related to connected, cooperative, and automated mobility
(CCAM). The listed initiatives are either European (EC or other types of funding) or national programmes,
and include both ongoing and completed projects (since Framework Programme 7). A minimum set of
information per project is provided including a short description, start and end date, locations of pilot sites,
funding type and link to more detailed information. The list can be filtered per keywords related to thematic
areas, issues, topics or functionalities addressed by the projects, countries of demonstrations, and funding.

This enables you to stay informed about the latest advancements and breakthroughs in the realm of
CCAM and to identify projects and activities focussing on specific or similar issues and topics. It supports
the planning of new R&I activities and optimises funding by favouring complementarities and avoiding
redundancies in projects' scopes.

https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/cad-vip-blog/
https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/projects/
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The section also includes an interactive map of CCAM testing and demonstration locations. The close to
300 test sites can be filtered according to the type of testing environment (public road, corridor, cross-
border, test track, simulator) and vehicle types being tested (passenger car, shuttle/bus, trucks,
autonomous delivery robot).

Additionally, another part of the section details the lessons learned collected from both national and EU-
funded CCAM projects, providing insights from various perspectives (Financial, Operational/Organisational,
Social, and Technical). In this way, stakeholders can benefit from lessons learned and best practices from
other projects across Europe.

To remain relevant and comprehensive, this section relies on your input and feedback to collect additional
entries or any correction and update necessary. Please use the feedback form to send us your comments
and input. To add a new project reference, please complete this form.

Help us keep up with the latest news & events in the field, and send us your CCAM-related
news, and/or provide feedback for improvements or additions to the Knowledge Base.

Get involved
with the KB!

On the KB you can also register to get involved in the CAD Stakeholder Network activities organised by
FAME, such as workshops or the EUCAD conferences and the EUCAD Symposium.

https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/projects/findproject/
https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/test-sites/
https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/projects/lessons-learned/find-a-lesson-learned/
https://forms.office.com/r/wW2119hg3h
https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/contact/
https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/contact/
https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/contact/
https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/eucad/
https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/eucad/#Symposium
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The FAME Consortium is excited to present you with the latest contribution to the Knowledge Base VIP
blog!

"Advancements in ITS and the path to CCAM: Challenges and opportunities"

By Eur Ing Suku Phull MSc BSc CEng MIET MCIHT - Department for Transport, United Kingdom.

Read the Article

Interested in providing your own insights on CCAM?
 

Send us an email at info@connectedautomateddriving.eu

How to deliver safe,
ethical, equitable road

use with automated
vehicles

The introduction of automated vehicles in our
transport system over thecoming decades is
expected to increase significantly the safety,

efficiency…

Read more

Open EC consultation:
CCAM solutions in

Europe
This article was originally published here.

Read more

New ISO standard for
the safety of self-
driving vehicles

The new international standard for safe operation of
self-driving vehicles, Road Vehicles – Test
scenarios for automated driving systems –

Specification…

DRIVING URBAN
TRANSITIONS call

2023: First information
available

This article was originally published here.

Read more
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First Hi-Drive Summer
School

06 - 07 SEP 2023 PORTO HELI, GREECE

More information

Pan-European workshop
13 SEP 2023 RIGA, LATVIA

More information

The Autonomous Main
Event 2023

14 SEP 2023 VIENNA, AUSTRIA / HYBRID

More information

Read more

- Read all news here -

- Discover all events here -
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https://twitter.com/Europe_CAD
https://www.linkedin.com/company/connected-automated-driving-in-europe
https://www.youtube.com/@connectedautomateddrivinge2519
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